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Chapter 2 - Give You Two Slaps 

“Mission 1: Accept Lee Cuihua's demands and become her family's servant 

for life. However, this System will vanish forever!” 

“Mission 2: Reject their unreasonable request and give them a resounding 

slap to release the Host's frustration. Mission Reward: Permanently activate 

the farm System!” 

“The System has noted that the Host hasn't had any intimate relations with a 

woman!” 

“Host, don't worry. This System possesses incredible capabilities. It will 

undoubtedly make you stronger than ever!” 

Su Ming was taken aback upon receiving the System's notification. 

Su Ming, an avid reader of novels, had never expected to actually trigger a 

system like this. 

“Lee Cuihua, Wang Xue, did you really look down on me?” he pondered. 

“I'll make you regret it!” 

The System had just revealed that Su Ming had never been intimate with any 

girl. Therefore, the child in Wang Xue's belly couldn't be his! 

Nothing had ever happened between him and Wang Xue. 

When his parents had gone to ask for financial help, Lee Cuihua rudely turned 

them away. 

Su Ming was filled with rage! 



The kind of plot that usually only occurred in novels or TV dramas had 

unexpectedly become his reality! 

Su Ming had been trying his best to tolerate Lee Cuihua's unreasonable 

demands and her mistreatment of his parents. 

All because he believed that the child in Wang Xue's womb was his. 

However, he was now certain that this child had no connection to him 

whatsoever! 

“I choose Mission 2.” 

Su Ming said in his mind. 

“Mission chosen. Host, please complete it as soon as possible!”  

“I can agree to your conditions.” 

Su Ming immediately felt relieved. “But I have a small request.” 

Lee Cuihua rolled her eyes and snorted coldly, “Do you have money? Show 

me the money first.” 

“Alright.” 

Su Ming took out his phone and opened a message just received from the 

bank: “Take a look.” 

Lee Cuihua glanced at it dismissively, but as she read it carefully, her eyes 

widened. 

“Five million?” 

Lee Cuihua stood up abruptly, asking, “Where did you get so much money?” 

Being aware that Su Ming came from the countryside and didn't have much 

money, she believed he wouldn't be able to meet her request. 

Su Ming would probably beg her to sign another premarital agreement. 



Such an agreement would make Su Ming a virtual slave to her family! 

However, she never expected Su Ming to genuinely be wealthy! 

Could he possibly be a hidden rich second-generation heir?  

“You're truly talented and promising. Xue is indeed very fortunate.” 

Lee Cuihua smiled broadly, saying, “Then let's pick a good date for the 

wedding.” 

Wang Xue was also taken aback. Being quite materialistic, she quickly 

approached and said, “Darling, why didn't you tell me you were rich?” 

 


